COMDIATECS SATELLITE TELEVISION SOLUTION

We have packages ranging from FTA (Free To Air Channels) to PTW (Pay To
Watch) and Pay Per View such as footballs and premium TV channels.

With a choice of excellent packages to select from, you can enjoy a satellite
television deal that is perfectly suited to your lifestyle and family. If you have kids,
you can choose a package that incorporates the vast choice of kids television and
educational channels. If you are something of a movie buff, you can select the
package with the widest range of movie channels, and if you want to spend your
spare time listening to the latest tunes, you can go for a package with a wide choice
of music channels. The choice is impressive and there is sure to be a package that
will suit the whole family.

High-quality audio and picture display. Satellite TV transmits high-quality digital
data with the use of MPEG-2 or MPEG-4 compression. MPEG-4 is also known

for providing high-definition video streams to computers, cellular phones and
PDAs or personal digital assistants. Think crisp and clear and you have Satellite
TV.

* Access to hundreds of channels worldwide. Satellite TV provides line-up of
shows from both turnaround channels like HBO, ESPN and CNN as well as
from numerous local channels like ABC, CBS, Fox, NBC and PBS.

The ability to receive and send broadcast signals using satellite technology
increases the possibilities of gaining access to channels from other countries
that utilize similar technology for broadcasting. So you are not restricted to the
channels on cable networks
Satellite television will give you access to just about every type of channel you could
hope for. You will enjoy numerous channels that are packed with comedy and
drama; you can relax whilst watching a wide selection of sports channels covering
every type of sport you could hope for. You'll be kept abreast of what's happening in
the world with a range of news channels that cover both national and international
news; and you can enjoy the latest blockbusters with a wide choice of movie
channels.

The kids will also be delighted with satellite television. They can enjoy the
entertainment value of a wide choice of kid's channels, from cartoon and comedy to
drama and movies. From Disney and Nickelodeon to Cartoon Network and Fox
Kids, the choice is endless, which means that on weekends and during holidays
your kids will never be short of things to watch. Your kids will also enjoy having
access to a wide selection of informational channels that provide both interesting
and educational programming. Channels such as Discovery Science, National
Geographic and Animal Planet can help your kids to broaden their horizons as well
as provide valuable information to help with their education.

And let's not forget the incredible choice of music channels – a delight for both
adults and kids. You can enjoy listening to all sorts of music, from retro or classical

to pop and rock. So, as you can see your satellite television system will enable the
whole family to enjoy enhanced entertainment and information.

Satellite TV is available throughout continental United States of America, so
regardless of where you live, you are guaranteed quality reception and nice
programming channels. And talking about programming channels, no subscription
service can match the awesome entertaining channels at the disposal of satellite TV
operators. You will be surprised that the least package carries as much as 500
different channels that cover all areas of human interests-movies, music, news,
sports, religion, etc- and you have the option of upgrading these if you are still
thirsty for more!
In reality, there are several attractive deals and offers you can choose from, and
none of them are beyond the reach of the average working class person. The rapid
growth of the internet is largely responsible for the modest fees charged by satellite
TV operators, and as a proof of this, a single enquiry on satellite TV offers any
search engine for instance can return results as high as a 100,000.
COMDIATECS PROFESSIONAL INSTALLERS

You can count on our professional satellite installer and technician rain or shine
Contact Us

N03. Emina Crescent
Off Toyin Street
Ikeja - Lagos
Ngeria

Phone: 234-703-441-7478

Email: info@comdiatecs.com
SALES@comdiatecs.com
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